Dear FOOT Leader Alums,  

I hope wherever you are, you are safe, healthy and sadly, maybe even alone. Our times are scary at the moment, and I move from being optimistic, in that we will beat this Covid-19, to having panic attacks about what might be ahead of us. The important thing is that you somehow stay connected to the ones you love -- so lots of emails, texting, FBing, and telephone calls. I was having a hard time getting this finished, but then I thought it would be important for you all to have the news of each other. Please remember that most of this news came from before the Covid-19 hit the US, so it may seem as though we were living on a different planet. And, in some ways, we were.

Also – sadly, I must report the passing of two remarkable FOOT Leader Alums, Kashka Kubzdela ’90 and Jeff Grigg ’99.

Kashka Kubzel: Kashka passed away in February after a lengthy battle with pancreatic cancer. Throughout her illness, she was determined to face it head on, getting second opinions, and trying different treatments. She kept her love of nature by going for walks outside as long as she could. She lived near DC and worked at the National Center for Education Statistics, which collects, analyzes and makes available data related to education in the U.S. and other nations. Kashka was always interested in education, but most of all in connecting with people. This is from Roger Wynee ’88: Joanna Rosen and I had the pleasure of having Kashka as a freshman on our trip in the fall of 1986, FOOT’s second season. She was a remarkably positive person. That following winter—I think around Valentine’s Day—she circulated a poem to all of us on that trip. (see below) As a sign of those times, she printed it in the then-distinctive Mac font on pink paper and delivered it to our rooms. It was an ode to the power we draw from friendship.

Here is Kashka with her daughter Nicola. Left: at Cilla’s Sky Acres farm in Vermont at a FOOT Leader Reunion. Right: More recently, with Nicola, who is now in college.
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The poem Kashka shared:

Ten lives go ten different ways,
We vary in our goals and dreams.
Free time is hard to find these days,
But friendship needs touch, as flowers
need water streams.

Whenever you look at the sky on nice or rainy days,
Think of the time we hiked to the top
surrounded by sunshine rays.
Do you remember when we looked down from the peak,
And saw the world at our feet?
We felt so strong, so happy, and proud –
The daylong hardship changed to friends our crowd.
Remember those nights by the dancing fire?
Those gentle, massaging hands?
Just try to feel as you felt then –
It is great to feel like this again!
So think of these our powerful days,
Knowing that so many more of them we can have –
Pick up your boots, a sweater, and bread,
Let’s leave all the problems behind in a bag.
Release the trustful, our freedom dove.
You’ll see that friendship can mean more than love.
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